
 

 

 
 
 

“MENTOUR 360, Aviation in Virtual Reality” is available on the Apple Appstore and Android Market  
An app that lets you experience the cockpit of a Boeing 737 is now available for both IOS 
and Android devices 
 
Barcelona - April 2016 - MENTOUR 360 SC has just released the first Virtual Reality mobile 
application aimed at the aviation industry and its enthusiast. It is available for compatible IOS and Android devices and it gives the user a chance to experience the inside of a Boing 737 cockpit 
together with a professional flight crew.  The application uses a menu interface that lets the user choose between 5 different Virtual Reality 
experiences inside the cockpit.  During the experiences the Pilots will execute a number of varyingly complicated maneuvers while also engaging the user. The Captain in the cockpit is instructing the first officer and also the user in 
order to deepen the immersive experience.  
“This is a close to the real cockpit most people will get without actually joining an airline” - Petter Hornfeldt, Training Captain and co-founder of Mentour 360  
It is possible to view the individual exercises in both “mono” and VR mode. This enables the user to use the application by:  
1: Watching the screen, move the mobile device around or swipe to see the whole environment. This is easy to use and good for demonstrations. 2: Use Google Cardboard or any similar VR headset and look around in the cockpit. This gives the 
most immersive experience and lets the user take part of the cockpit environment and really feel like a part of the crew. 
 There is a possibility to “pause” the videos and to move along a timeline in each exercise.  In the “home” menu there is a direct link to a number of Briefing videos located on the company 
website www.mentour360.com. These briefing videos are made to give the user background information to the different experiences that are available in the application.  
The application works with the mobile device “off line” or in Flight mode.  
MENTOUR 360 is priced at 3.99 Euro and is available for iPhone 5 or later and most Android devices.  Feel free to visit our website at www.mentour360.com for more information or contact the company directly with the contact info below. 
 The company MENTOR 360 SC is a collaboration between Virtual Reality expert Alessandro 
D’Agostino (AVR) and Training Captain and Youtube profile Petter Hornfeldt, owner of the YouTube channel www.youtube.com/mentourpilot/videos .  
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